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ABSTRACT 

A novel sensitivity-enhanced intrinsic fiber Fabry-Perot interferometer (IFFPI) high temperature sensor based on a 

hollow-core photonic crystal fiber (HC-PCF) and modified Vernier effect is proposed and experimentally demonstrated. 

The all fiber IFFPIs are easily constructed by splicing one end of the HC-PCF to a leading single mode fiber (SMF) and 

applying an arc at the other end of the HC-PCF to form a pure silica tip. The modified Vernier effect is formed by three 

beams of lights reflected from the SMF-PCF splicing joint, and the two air/glass interfaces on the ends of the collapsed 

HC-PCF tip, respectively. Vernier effect was first applied to high temperature sensing up to 1200℃, in this work, and 

the experimental results exhibit good stability and repeatability. The temperature sensitivity, measured from the spectrum 

envelope, is 14 to 57 times higher than that of other configurations using similar HC-PCFs without the Vernier effect. 

The proposed sensor has the advantages of high sensitivity, good stability, compactness, ease of fabrication, and has 

potential application in practical high-temperature measurements. 

Keywords: fiber sensor, Fabry–Perot, interferometer, Vernier effect, dual-cavity, envelope, high temperature 

measurement, Photonic crystal fiber(PCF),all-optical devices 

1. INTRODUCTION 

High temperature sensing has a wide range of applications in many fields such as metallurgy, energy, and chemical 

industries[1]. In contrast to their electronic counterparts, fiber-optic temperature sensors exhibit outstanding advantages, 

such as low-cost, fast response, immunity to electromagnetic interference, and durability in harsh environments [2]. 

Using conventional step-index fibers, the maximum temperature measurement may be limited in the doped ions (e.g., 

ions of germanium, phosphorus, and boron, etc.) inside the core of the fiber [3]–[6]. Compared with traditional core-

doped fibers, photonic crystal fibers (PCFs), made from pure silica glass (un-doped single-material), which can 

withstand temperatures over 1000℃ and has good durability, have been studied intensively [2], [7]–[9].  

Vernier effect is an efficient way to improve the accuracy of measurement based on interferometer, has been widely 

used in calipers and barometers. Recently, several measurement schemes, based on the Vernier effect produced by 

optical fiber cavities, has been proposed to improve sensitivity by combining paralleled or cascaded interferometers with 

a small optical path different (OPD). Such as cascaded two Sagnac loops [10], two Fabry-Perot (FP) cavities [11], two 

offset spliced Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) [12] and hybrid cascaded configuration constructed by angle shift 

splicing two segments of polarization maintaining fibers in a single Sagnac loop [13], or combining a FP cavity with a 

Sagnac loop [14], etc. In the above works, by tracing the envelope of the transmission spectrum, the sensitivity of the 

Vernier effect-based fiber sensors is effectively improved by several to dozens of times over that using single individual 

interferometers. However, these traditional multipath interfering configurations generally have shortages of complexity 

and bulky structures, especially in the Sagnac loops configuration. In the case of in-line cascaded MZIs or FP cavities, 

because the two cavities may have almost the same response to a change in temperature, one of the two cascaded 

interferometers must be well shielded to increase the measurement sensitivity, which causes complexity and difficulty in 

building a compact sensor head.  

As reported [15] and [16], a cascaded intrinsic fiber Fabry-Perot interferometers sensor, based on the Vernier effect, is 

formed in an ultra-compact structure. However, the open cavity structure may cause problems in a high temperature 
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sensing environment, because the FP cavities may suffer from disturbances from burning contaminants, which lead to 

changes in cavity properties. As stated in [3], a section of hollow-core fiber is cascaded by a piece of SMF, and, based on 

the modified Vernier effect, an amplification factor as high as 133.29 is obtained. However, the maximum temperature 

of 1050℃ is limited by the doped core of the conventional SMF used in the experiments. Proposed in [17] is a sphere–
ended PCF structure for high temperature sensing in the absence of Vernier effect, Because the OPD between the 

cavities is too large.  

We propose a novel miniaturized intrinsic fiber Fabry-Perot interferometers (IFFPI) sensor with improved sensitivity, 

based on the Vernier effect. The sensor is fabricated simply by splicing one end of a section of hollow-core photonic 

crystal fiber (HC-PCF) to SMF and heating the other end of the HC-PCF, by arc discharging, to form a tiny section of 

solid collapsed PCF. By tracing the shift of the envelope in the reflection spectrum, the temperature sensitivity is 

improved significantly. The maximum sensitivity, 15.68 pm/◦C, with a linearity of 99.85% in the high temperature range 

from 300◦C to 1200◦C, is 14 to 57 times higher than with other configurations using similar HC-PCFs without the 

Vernier effect [18]–[21]. The sensitivities obtained in our experiments are also higher than those obtained with other 

compact types of optical fiber temperature sensors [6], [7], [22], [23]. 

2. SENSOR STRUCTURE AND PRINCIPLE OF MEASUREMENT 

 

Fig.1. Schematic diagram of the HC-PCF based fiber sensor.(a) Schematic of proposed sensor structure.  

(b) Microscope images of the cross section of the HC-PCF 

The configuration of a HC-PCF based all-fiber IFFPIs sensor probe is shown in Fig. 1(a). The HC-PCF used in our 

experiment is fabricated by the company of Yangtze Optical Fiber, Wuhan, China, and SEM photo of the cross-section 

of this fiber is shown in Fig. 1(b). The HC-PCF has a large hexagonal air core with six surrounding air holes. Because of 

the antiresonance between the core mode and the modes of the inner silica wall, light can be guided in the air core [24]. 

The diameters of the hollow core and the air-hole cladding are approximately 15μm and 50μm, respectively. The outer 

diameter of HC-PCF is about 129μm. The sensor is fabricated simply by splicing one end of a section of hollow-core 

photonic crystal fiber (HC-PCF) to a leading SMF and applying an arc at the other hand. When the light from the super 

continuum laser Source (SC-5, YSL co., Ltd. 480nm-2400nm) is injected into the proposed sensor head through the 

leading SMF, the so-called modified Vernier effect is formed by three beams of light reflected from one splicing joint 

and two air/glass interfaces of the pure silica tip: Mirror1, Mirror2, and Mirror3, respectively. Mirror1 and Mirror2 form 

a closed air FP1, with a length of L. Mirror2 and Mirror3 form a silica FP2, with a length of d. Mirror1 and Mirror3 form 

an FP3, whose OPD is close toFP1, with a length of L+ d. The resonance modes of these three FP cavities determine the 

reflection interference spectrum. The power reflection coefficients at Mirror1, Mirror2, and Mirror3 areR1, R2, and R3, 

respectively and are defined by the following equations: 

                                                                                                                               (1) 

where,𝑛𝐻𝐶𝑃𝐶𝐹 and 𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎 are the effective refractive indices of FP1 and FP2, respectively;𝑛𝑎𝑖𝑟 and𝑛𝑆𝑀𝐹  represents the 

refractive index of air and fiber core of SMF, respectively.  

The specific preparation of the proposed sensor is as follows: (1) The coating of the sensing fiber is removed, and the 

surface of the sensing section is cleaned with anhydrous alcohol. (2) A section of the pure silica HC-PCF is spliced with 

the leading SMF (Corning SMF-28) by the fusion splicer (DVP-720A). With appropriate discharge time and fusion 

power (0.2ms and 4bit,respectively),the splice between the SMF and HC-PCF is made with minimal collapse of the air 

holes.(3)With the cleaver (Fujikura CT-30), the spliced HC-PCF is terminated at a certain length, L. (4) Subsequently, 

the cleaved fiber end of the HC-PCF is applied with a slight arc discharge. Air holes in the collapsed portion of the HC-

PCF are all sealed by the arc discharge processor. Then, a section of the pure silica tipis formed. Compared with other 

common IFFPI preparation technologies[3], [15], [16], no additional process is required to splice the third fiber and 

terminate it at a certain length to form the FP2. Instead, applying a slight arc to the end of HC-PCF effectively simplifies 
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fabrication of the sensor and formation of a pure silica micro-cavity. To interpret the working principle of the proposed 

high sensitivity IFFPIs based on the Vernier effect, the whole reflected electric fields (Er) is calculated as follows[11], 

[25]: 

                                                                          
1 1 22 2( )

2[ ]j j

r inE E R Ae eB     
                                                     (2) 

where, 𝐴 = (1 − 𝜀1)(1 − 𝑅1)√r2 , and  𝐵 = (1 − 𝜀1)(1 − 𝜀2)(1 − 𝑅1)(1 − 𝑅2)√r3 ; In the above equation, 𝛦𝑖𝑛  is the 

input field;  𝜀1,𝜀2  are the transmission losses in Mirror1 and Mirror2, respectively; 𝑅1 , 𝑅2 , and R3  are the reflection 

coefficients of three mirrors, respectively; 𝜙1 = 2𝜋𝑛1𝐿1/𝜆,  𝜙2 = 2𝜋𝑛2𝐿2/𝜆, are the phase shifts in resonantcavity1 and 

cavity2, respectively; n1,n2, L1, L2 are the effective RI, the length of resonant cavity1 and cavity2, respectively; and λ is 

the wavelength of the input light. The reflection spectrum function is derived from Eq. (2) as follow: 

           𝐼𝑟 = (
 𝛦𝑟

𝛦𝑖𝑛
)

2

= 𝑅1 + 𝐴2 + 𝐵2 + 2√𝑅1𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜙1) + 2𝐴𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜙2) + 2√𝑅1𝐵𝑐𝑜𝑠[2(𝜙1 + 𝜙2)]                           (3) 

 

Fig. 2. Transmission spectra of the proposed sensors obtained from experiment. 

Obtained from the experiments are the transmission spectra of the proposed sensors (See Fig. 2). The so-called 

envelope is obtained by connecting the valleys of the high frequency fringes; for example, the lower envelopes are 

indicated by the red curves in Fig.2. The same results are achieved by connecting the peaks of the high-frequency fringes. 

The period of envelope, also called as free spectral range of envelope, (FSR𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒), is given by 

                                                                                 FSR𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 =
FSRrefFSRsens

FSRref−FSRsens
                                                              (4) 

whereFSRrefandFSRsensare the free spectral range of FP1 and FP3, respectively. According to the Eq. (4), the FSR of 

the envelope can be further increased by reducing the difference in period between the two cavities. Therefore, to 

generate the Vernier effect and improve the accuracy of the measurements by tracing envelope, the OPD of FP3 is set 

near to, but not equal to that of FP1. Moreover, because of the superposition of the two individual FP cavities, the 

difference in length between the two resonant cavities is equal to the length of solid tip, d. Therefore, the OPD between 

the two cavities can be obtained easily by simply arc discharge, and the complexity and costs in fabrication are reduced 

considerably. The envelope is derived from ∂I𝑟 𝜕𝜆⁄ = 0; then, combing with Eq.(2), the corresponding envelope function 

is simplified as follows: 

                                                        𝐹𝑐 = 2𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑠[4𝜋(𝑆1 − 𝑆2)/𝜆]                                                                   (5) 

where m, 𝑆1 = nHCPCF𝐿 and 𝑆2 = nHCPCF𝐿 + nsilica𝑑 are the amplitude of the envelope, and the optical path of FP1 and 

FP3, respectively. When the ambient temperature increases, 𝜙𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2 increases due to the thermo-optic effect and 

thermal expansion of SHCF and the solid tip, which lead to the shift of the resonant wavelengths of FP1 and FP3. The 

overlapping portion in FP3 and FP1 shows a relative low sensitivity for temperature sensing because of a low thermo-

optic effect in the air cavity, which functions as a fixed part of the Vernier-scale. The resonant wavelength of FP3 shifts 

to a longer wavelength with increasing ambient temperature, because of the positive thermo-optical coefficient and linear 

thermal expansion coefficient of the silica tip. As a consequence, the envelope has a red shift (See Fig.2), and the 

amplification factor of the cascaded FPI sensor is expressed as follow: 
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                                                                                 M =
nHCPCF𝐿+nsilica𝑑

nsilica𝑑
                                                                           (6) 

Therefore, by tracing the shift of the envelope, the value of the wavelength shift is magnified by an amplification 

factor compared with the tracing shift of the resonant wavelength of a single FP3. The amplification factor M =
FSR𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 FSR𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠⁄ , corresponds with the magnification of the period. Thus, by substituting the corresponding 

observed value into the Eq. (4), M of the proposed sensor is approximately 6.99,which agrees well with Eq.(6). 

Therefore, the Vernier effect significantly improves the sensitivity of the sensor. As indicated by Eq. (6), the 

amplification factor could be further increased by reducing the length of the silica fiber tip and increasing the length of 

the HC-PCF cavity.  

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Fig.3.Reflection spectra of proposed sensor under different temperature varying from 200 to 1200℃. 

 

Fig.4. The fitting-figures of the relationship between wavelength drift and temperature variation for HC-PCF based fiber sensor. 

Fig.3 shows the changes of the refection spectra of the sensor with the changes of temperature from 200 to 1200℃. 

The spectral envelopes will shift toward longer wavelengths when the temperature is increased. The relation between 

wavelength shift and temperature keeps good linearity of 99.85% as depicted in Fig.4. By tracing the resonant peak shift 

of the envelope, the maximum high temperature sensitivity of the proposed sensor is approximately 15.68pm/℃, which 

is from 14 to 57 times higher than that of other configuration using similar HC-PCFs but absence of Vernier effect 
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(sensitivity of 0.2 to 1.1pm/◦C reported in [18]–[21]), and our result is better than those of compact temperature probes 

reported in[6], [7], [22], and [23]. Therefore, the proposed novel sensor structure with modified Vernier effect can 

increase the temperature sensitivity significantly, has a promising prospects in high temperature sensing application.  

4. CONCLUSION 

The proposed novel miniaturized intrinsic fiber Fabry–Perot interferometric sensor (IFFPIs) made by pure silica is 

capable of withstanding high temperature up to 1200℃ with stable shape of the interference spectra and good linearity 

between wavelength shift and temperature change. The sensitivity can be enhanced significantly via the modified 

Vernier effect, comparing to other configurations using similar HC-PCFs [18]–[21]. The amplification factor can be 

further increased by reducing the length of the pure silica tip and increasing the length of the HC-PCF cavity. Owing to 

the advantages of high sensitivity, good stability, compactness and easy fabrication, the proposed sensor has promising 

prospect in high temperature sensing application. 
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